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a b s t r a c t

Impacts of colonial settlement upon catchment-scale !uvial geomorphic relationships are reported for
a relatively small catchment in northern Rio de Janeiro State, Brazil. Structural controls have induced
the type and patterns of rivers in Maca!e Basin. Fault block activity has resulted in steep, incised
headwater streams above the escarpment. Con"ned and partly con"ned rivers in mid-catchment
reaches of the rounded foothills have limited potential for geomorphic adjustment. Fluvial, estua-
rine and marine sediments in low relief landscapes of the lowland plain have supported the devel-
opment of meandering sand bed rivers, with many cut-and-"ll (intact valley "ll) deposits in tributary
systems. Indigenous people exerted relatively minor, localized impacts upon the geomorphology of
this river system. Portuguese settlement since the sixteenth century brought about clearance of much
of the Atlantic Forest of lowland reaches, and subsequent establishment of sugar cane and coffee
plantations. Lowland reaches were channelized from the 1940s-1980s for !ood protection and to
support the expansion of pastoral agriculture. Signi"cant adjustments have occurred to these geo-
morphologically sensitive reaches. In contrast, although rivers in the rounded foothills were impacted
by forest clearance, the limited availability of sediment stores along these reaches has limited the
extent of geomorphic responses to human disturbance. Relatively inaccessible upland reaches were
even less impacted, and are now major conservation areas. Building on principles of the River Styles
framework, catchment-scale evolutionary trajectories of rivers in the Maca!e Basin are assessed based
on analysis of patterns of river types, their capacity for adjustment and connectivity relationships, and
responses to disturbance events. From this, three future scenarios of prospective evolutionary traits
are developed: a ‘steady as she goes’ scenario, an optimistic (effective, proactive management) sce-
nario, and a ‘doomsday’ scenario.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Adaptive and proactive approaches to river management are
informed by understandings of past geomorphic adjustment, but
recognize that future traits are likely to be different, inways that are
not entirely knowable (e.g. Brierley & Fryirs, 2016). Given this sit-
uation, concerted efforts have been made to use evolutionary

trajectories to inform scenarios of prospective river futures (e.g.
Baker et al., 2004; Surian, Ziliani, Comiti, Lenzi, & Mao, 2009).
Proactive approaches to river management apply catchment-scale
management plans in efforts to avoid over-reactions to distur-
bance events framed as ‘emergency management responses’.
Holding steady in efforts to achieve ongoing (long term) manage-
ment goals and appropriate prioritization of management activities
to meet these goals are critical steps in the design and imple-
mentation of strategic management practices that seek to meet the
ecological needs of a river while addressing concerns for societal
wellbeing (see Dufour & Pi!egay, 2009). Such practices are likely to
be most effective when they ‘work with’ the inherent diversity of
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rivers within a catchment, their behavioural regimes, patterns and
longitudinal (tributary-trunk stream) connectivity, and their
evolutionary traits (e.g. Beechie et al., 2010; Brierley & Fryirs, 2005,
2009; Downs, Dusterhoff, & Sears, 2013; O'Brien et al., 2017; Wohl,
Lane, & Wilcox, 2015). This allows careful consideration of pro-
spective ‘treatment responses’ (Schmidt, Webb, Valdez, Marzolf, &
Stevens, 1998), assessing the nature and consequences of altered
conditions in one reach upon adjacent or more distant reaches in
efforts to maximize bene"ts of management interventions while
minimizing their negative off-site impacts (see Fryirs, Spink, &
Brierley, 2009; Jain & Tandon, 2010). In this study, the River
Styles framework (Brierley & Fryirs, 2005) is used to apply these
principles to scope geomorphically-informed river futures in the
Maca!e Basin, located 200 km north-east of Rio de Janeiro in Brazil.

To date, there are many parts of the world in which limited use
has been made of catchment-scale geomorphic understandings to
guide river management applications (cf., Downs & Gregory, 2004;
Hillman & Brierley, 2005). This is the case in Brazil, where despite
long recognition of the impacts of colonial settlement on land-
scapes and increasing socio-economic pressures for development
to meet the needs of a growing population, formal literature doc-
umenting catchment-scale responses to land use change are
severely lacking. How sensitive to disturbance are rivers in Brazil?
How much change has taken place since Portuguese settlement?
What types and rates of off-site impact have occurred? What are
the prospects for landscape recovery (sensu Fryirs & Brierley,
2016)? This paper documents an initial attempt to address these
issues for a relatively small catchment near Rio de Janeiro. Building
upon various background studies, river responses to impacts of 400
years of colonial settlement are used to appraise the evolutionary
trajectory of the Maca!e River, providing guidance on realistically
achievable prospects in the geomorphologically-informed man-
agement of river futures in this basin.

2. Maca!e Catchment e regional setting

2.1. Location

The 140 km longMaca!e River emerges from a spring in the Serra
Maca!e de Cima Mountains (southern side of the Serra do Mar
Mountains, maximum elevation 1600 m) in Nova Friburgo Munic-
ipality in the east-central sector of Rio de Janeiro state (Fig. 1). This
7th order catchment (1:50,000 scale) drains a catchment area of
approximately 1800 km2, has a drainage density of 1.983 km/km2

and has "ve main tributaries: Bonito (89 km2), Sana (109 km2),
Ouriço (63 km2), D'Antas (57 km2), and S~ao Pedro (484 km2). The
river discharges into the Atlantic Ocean near Maca!e City, one of the
leading agro-industrial centers in the region.

2.2. Geology, geomorphology and valley setting

Brazil lies in the centre of the South American tectonic plate. The
topography of theMaca!e Basin is a relatively typical product of a rift
margin continental landscape setting. Precambrian and subsequent
Mesozoic and Cenozoic tectonic events formed the Ribeira fold belt
Mountains (the Serra do Mar), which cross Rio de Janeiro State in
the form of a large and extensive escarpment parallel to the
coastline (Heilbron et al., 2004). Regional faults are alignedwith the
strong NNE-SSW and NE-SW structural trend (see Fig. 1A). Neo-
tectonic activity is prominent, associated with the reactivation of
faults and pre-existing lines of weakness (e.g. Hasui, 1990).
Contemporary drainage networks, and their associated patterns of
river types, re!ect the in!uence of structural blocks, tectonic
extension and fault activity upon the distribution of landscape
units, the shape of longitudinal pro"les, and patterns of valley

width. For example, Sana, Ouriço and D'Antas tributaries in mid-
catchment of the Maca!e Basin are clearly aligned along NE-SW
structures (see Fig. 1). The upper and middle catchment is domi-
nated by garnet-biotite gneisses with widespread granite pockets
(Fig. 1A). The post-tectonic Sana Granite in mid-catchment gener-
ates steep, dissected relief (Almeida, 2012).

There are three morphostructural regions in the Maca!e Catch-
ment, namely plateau and escarpment landscapes of the “Serra do
Mar” mountains region, the hills and eastern hills region (rounded
foothills), and the lowland plain that is made up of !uvial-marine
!oodplains and adjacent terraces (Fig. 2A). Higher regions are not
necessarily the steeper areas.

The Mountain escarpment landscape unit makes up most of the
Maca!e Catchment (Fig. 2). Areas between 860 and 1820 m range in
slope from8 to45%.Narrowand steepheadwater streamsaredeeply
entrenched within V-shaped valleys, many of which are aligned
along fault lines. Vegetation cover is dense. Lower parts of this
landscape unit, in mid-catchment areas between 860 and 350 m,
have an average slope of 45e75%, with steeper and longer hillslopes
than upstream. Sana granite and gneiss outcrops are common along
steep, con"ned valleys, with dense vegetation cover.

Much of the mid-lower catchment lies within a Rounded foothills
landscape unit. This unit lies between 350 and 20 m, with typical
slope ranging from 0 to 8% (Fig. 2). It is prominent in the D'Antas
and S~ao Pedro subcatchments. Bedrock outcrops occur recurrently
along partly con"ned valley settings (Fryirs, Wheaton, & Brierley,
2016). Tree cover is presently restricted to patches on some hills.

Sub-horizontal and smooth, low gradients of the Lowland plain
landscape unit have generated uncon"ned valley settings at ele-
vations <20 m (Fig. 2). The contemporary channel and !oodplain
are inset within sandy Quaternary deposits, with terraces at valley
margins. OSL dating of three terraces along upper-middle and
lower river courses yielded age estimates ranging from 8000 to
35,000 years (Marçal, Ramos, Sessa, & Fevrier, 2015).

2.3. Contemporary climatic conditions and the discharge regime

Maca!e Catchment has a typical tropicalmaritime climate, locally
in!uenced by physical factors such as elevation, topography and
proximity to the Atlantic Ocean. The average annual temperature is
above 18 !C. The high surface roughness of the mountainous relief
promotes orographic rainfall, with annual totals ranging from
1200e2800 mm (Fig. 1B). The region is characterized by high inter-
annual and seasonal variability, with relatively dry winters, but
rainfall may be very intense in summer and autumn (Fig. 3A).

The lower Maca!e River has a well-de"ned discharge peak
(around 80 m3s"1) during the rainiest months (December, January
and March), with a mean !ow in dry months (June and July) of
around 2.5 m3s"1. Since 1950, major !ood events have occurred in
1952, 1965, 1970, 1981 and 1994 (Fig. 3B). These data indicate inter-
annual clustering of signi"cant !ood events. Analysis of historical
data (1968e2009) by Villas Boas and Marçal (2013) showed that
rainfall totals >60 mm in 24 h bring about notable channel ad-
justments. Marked increases in discharge for events with a recur-
rence interval beyond 20 years re!ect the high coef"cient of
variability of discharge (CV) in the catchment (Fig. 3C; CV # 3.49).

2.4. Historical land use and vegetation cover

Indian inhabitants of the Puri family (Goitac!a) previously
occupied the plains and beach ridges of the northern Rio de Janeiro
region. Sixteenth century reports by Andr!e Thevet and Jean de Lery
mention the inaccessibility of complex and quite vegetated plains.
In his book ‘Seven Captains Script’, Sousa (1938) reported avail-
ability of freshwater in theMaca!e area (Sof"ati, 2010). As a result of
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early reports of a village inhabited by the Mamluks who lived upon
abundant cat"sh, the river was initially known as Bagres River
(Sof"ati, 2010). Available evidence indicates the good ecological
condition of the river at this time, with much of the Maca!e catch-
ment covered by Atlantic rainforest.

Colonial settlement of Maca!e Catchment occurred from the
coast to inland areas. Transitions to extensive monocultural pro-
duction of sugarcane occurred in the seventeenth and eighteenth
century (Table 1). An increase in sugar production led the imperial
government to build the Maca!e-Campos channel between 1845
and 1861 to assist trade with Rio de Janeiro city. The channel
connected three major basins in the S~ao Tom!e region: Paraiba do

Sul, Lagoa Feia and Maca!e. Although its construction was a signif-
icant engineering achievement, its importance declined just three
years after its opening following development of the Maca!e-Cam-
pos railroad (Sof"ati, 2010).

Channel straightening and channel enlargement of the lowland
trunk stream of the Maca!e River and primary tributaries (S~ao Pedro
and D'Antas Rivers) took place from the 1940s to the 1980s
(Table 1). The now defunct Sanitation and National Work Depart-
ment (DNOS) undertook these actions to reduce !ooding and the
incidence of malaria and other mosquito-borne spread diseases,
while expanding areas for pastoral agriculture. This greatly
diminished the area of wetlands, swamps and !oodplain ponds.

Fig. 1. Location map of Maca!e Catchment. (A) Simpli"ed geology map with 500 m contours indicated. (B) Land use map, with annual isohyets indicated.
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Riparian forests were decimated at this time. Of"cially, there are
four sand extraction points in the lower Maca!e Catchment
(Assumpç~ao & Marçal, 2012).

Given its steep relief anddense tropical forest cover, upland areas
of Maca!e catchment are relatively inaccessible, and the forest cover
is protected to a much greater degree than elsewhere (only 20% of

the Atlantic Forest biome in Brazil retains an intact forest cover; see
Brasil, 2006) (see Fig. 1B; Table 1). Most soils in this area are not
conducive to agricultural production. Two important sustainable
use conservation unitswere established in 2001: the “APAMaca!e de
Cima” within Nova Friburgo municipality (350 km2) and the “APA
Sana” in Maca!e municipality (118 km2).

Fig. 2. Downstream patterns of rivers in the Maca!e Catchment. (A) Distribution of landscape units and River Styles. (B) Longitudinal pro"le and downstream trend in total stream
power for the 1 in 2 year !ood. (C) Downstream trend in valley width and relation to geomorphic process zones along the Maca!e River. Note that Fig. 2B and C are aligned allowing
easy comparison of downstream controls upon River Styles.
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The arrival of the oil industry in the Campos sedimentary basin
in the 1970s provided a signi"cant economic boost to the northern
region of Rio de Janeiro. The urban population has increased three-
fold in the last 30 years, inducing signi"cant additional demand for
water resources.

Today, about 65% of the catchment area is occupied by forest and
35% by agriculture and other uses (see Fig.1B). Urban areasmake up
less than 1% of the total area (Villas Boas & Marçal, 2013).

3. Methods

Assessment of the character, behaviour and evolution of rivers
in Maca!e Catchment followed procedures outlined within the River
Styles Framework (Brierley & Fryirs, 2000, 2005), associated pub-
lications on reach-scale geomorphic sensitivity (Reid & Brierley,
2015), catchment-scale connectivity (sediment !ux) relationships
(Fryirs& Brierley, 2001), and analyses of moving targets to evaluate
prospective river futures (Brierley & Fryirs, 2016). This study also

Fig. 3. Rainfall/Discharge attributes and the recent !ood history of the Maca!e River. (A) Rainfall record at Galdin!opolis gauge (1950e2015). (B) Hydrograph for Galdin!opolis
gauge (1950e2015). Labelled discharge events exceed 100 m3s-1. (C) Flood recurrence intervals at 6 sites across the Maca!e Catchment (cross-sections are located on
Fig. 1B; numbers in brackets refer to catchment areas at the gauge sites). Source: ANA (National Water Agency). Note the non-linear relationship between rainfall and
discharge.
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builds upon historical work by Veloso, Rangel Filho, and Lima
(1991) and extensive geomorphological investigations in the
Maca!e Catchment (Assumpç~ao & Marçal, 2012; Lima & Marçal,
2014; Marçal, 2013; Marçal & Luz, 2003; Marçal et al., 2015;
Souza & Marçal, 2015; Villas Boas & Marçal, 2013).

A multitemporal series of aerial photos and cross-section
topographic surveys has been used to analyze reach scale
geomorphic adjustments. Aerial photographs from 1968 (USAF),
2000 (AMPLA) and 2014 (Google Earth) (at scales of 1:50,000,
1:10,000 and 1:5000 respectively) are used alongside hydrological
data from 1950 to 2015 (ANA- National Water Agency) to interpret
channel adjustments and changes to longitudinal and lateral con-
nectivity. Older maps (1815, scale 1:100,000) were used to quali-
tatively assess the channel morphology, but were not included in
the quantitative analysis because of the potential for signi"cant
error. GIS analysis entailed orthorecti"cation and georeferencing of
each image, digitization of channel margins, and measurement of
planform attributes using ArcGis. Orthorecti"cationwas performed
using ENVI 5. The maps and aerial photographs were coregistered
using 1:5000 maps as a base layer; for each aerial photo, a series of
ground-control points was used. The root mean square errors
(RMSE) derived from orthorecti"cation were estimated to be lower
than the pixel size of the images. Following well-established and
well-documented procedures, maximum error for air photographs
is estimated to be 6 m (cf., Bollati, Pellegrini, Rinaldi, Duci,& Pel"ni,
2014). Cross-section surveys have been carried out since October
2007, with intervals of 3e5 months between each measurement.

4. Results

4.1. River diversity, behaviour and adjustment (sensitivity)

Eight river styles were identi"ed in the Maca!e Catchment (see
Figs. 2, 4 and 5, Tables 2 and 3).

River diversity is most pronounced in the mountain escarpment
area, where local variability in slope, valley con"nement and valley
sinuosity induce downstream transitions in river character and
behaviour (Fig. 2A and C). These con"ned high energy systems have
signi"cant erosive potential (Fig. 2B). However, geomorphic ad-
justments are localized, typically restricted to incremental bedrock
erosion, local reworking of coarse boulders (up to 1.5 m wide) and
occasional !ushing of sand sheets (Tables 2 and 3). The dense ri-
parian vegetation cover accentuates !ow resistance in many
reaches.

The Con!ned, steep headwater River Style occurs predomi-
nantly at elevations above 200 m (Fig. 2A). These bedrock and
boulder reaches have slope- and con"nement-induced assem-
blages of ‘forced’ geomorphic units such as waterfalls, step-pool
sequences, cascades and rif!e-pool features (Figs. 4 and 5). These

reaches have limited capacity for channel adjustment and little
potential for sediment storage. Average valley !oor slope is around
6% (Tables 2 and 3). Adjacent reaches where the valley locally
widens, and sediments can be stored along the valley !oor, make
up the Con!ned, occasional "oodplain pockets River Style
(Figs. 2A, 4 and 5). Floodplain pockets are often associated with
tributary con!uence zones or shifts in valley alignment. Valley !oor
slopes are slightly lower than upstream. Moving downstream,
rif!e-pool sequences are increasingly evident. Bedload sand de-
posits are locally prominent, especially in areas where the valley is
wider and !ow divides around islands (Fig. 4, Tables 2 and 3). Oc-
casional terraces extend up to 14 m above the contemporary
channel bed (Marçal et al., 2015). Riparian vegetation cover is less
pronounced than in upstream reaches.

Two forms of gorge are evident within the lower parts of the
mountain escarpment zone of theMaca!e Catchment. The Con!ned,
gorge River Style has a deeply-incised V-shaped valley with a
topographic extent exceeding 400 m (Figs. 2A, 4 and 5). The
bedrock channel occupies the entire valley !oor, with forced
geomorphic units such as pool-rif!e sequences, rapids and occa-
sional steps or shallow waterfalls (Fig. 4, Tables 2 and 3). Reaches
have dense forest and riparian vegetation cover. Gorges cut within
Sana granite blocks in mid-catchment are transitional in character
between con"ned and partly con"ned valleys (see below). The
Con!ned, moderate-high sinuosity valley River Style is located
within narrow, asymmetrical and structurally-controlled sinuous
valleys (Figs. 2A, 4 and 5). These reaches have deeper pools in the
bends relative to the low sinuosity gorges (Fig. 4, Tables 2 and 3).

In some tributaries, such as D'Antas and Ouriço catchments,
gorges are not found downstream of Steep headwaters and
Con"ned valleys with occasional !oodplain pockets. Rather, the
lower part of the mountain escarpment landscape unit is charac-
terized by reaches of the Partly con!ned, bedrock controlled,
discontinuous "oodplain River Style (Figs. 2A, 4 and 5). In these
reaches the relatively narrow valley width and the sandy substrate
conditions result in channel and !oodplain geomorphic units that
are prone to reworking during extreme !ow events (Tables 2 and 3;
see Ferguson & Brierley, 1999; Fryirs & Brierley, 2010). The valley
!oor gradient of this river style averages 0.8%, notably lower than
upstream areas (for which average gradient is 1.2%; cf., Jain, Fryirs,
& Brirley, 2008). Occasional waterfalls, steps and rapids are found
alongside !oodplain geomorphic units in these reaches.

Given controls exerted by foliated bedrock and associated
faultlines, tributaries in the eastern part of the catchment drain
from much lower relief landscapes of rounded foothills in their
headwaters, rather than the mountain escarpment landscape unit
(Fig. 1). Granite lithologies and less pronounced relief support the
development of relatively wide valley !oors, with headwater rea-
ches characterized by the Laterally uncon!ned, valley !ll River

Table 1
Timeline showing the in!uence of human activities in each landscape unit in Maca!e Catchment.

Landscape Unit Century

XVI-XVIII XIX XX XXI

Escarpment e Subsistence agriculture Dam S~ao Pedro (1926) Conservation Park (2001) APA Maca!e de Cima
Road access (1960) Conservation Park (2001) APA Sana
Trans-basin transfer S~ao Pedro (1970) Tourism

Rounded foothills e Forest clearance Extensive livestock Tourism
Lowland plain Brazil wood Forest clearance Extensive livestock Extensive livestock

Sugar cane Channelization Maca!e (1964)
Sugar cane Coffee

Extensive livestock
Maca!e-Campos channel (1845)
Road access (1900)
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Style (Fig. 2A and C). These cut-and-"ll landscapes have discon-
tinuous watercourses. Relatively !at and featureless swamps
accumulate suspended load sediments as !ows are dispersed
across the valley !oor (Fig. 4, Tables 2 and 3). Importantly, the
organic-rich sediments of the valley "ll deposits support the
maintenance of base !ow conditions to downstream reaches

during dry periods. Intact valley "lls are also prominent in many
small tributary systems that drain directly to the lowland plain.

While erosion is the dominant process in upstream reaches in
thewestern parts of the catchment, sediment storage is muchmore
prominent in the transfer zone of the rounded foothills landscape
unit. This re!ects declining valley !oor slope and notable increases

Fig. 4. Planform diagram and "eld photographs for the eight River Styles in Maca!e Catchment. Images are shown in an approximate downstream sequence, alongside valley-setting.
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in valley width (Fig. 2C). As these areas can support agricultural
development, human activities are much more prominent and
forest clearance is near complete in areas that today are charac-
terized by pasturelands. This zone is characterized by the Partly
con!ned, bedrock controlled, discontinuous "oodplain River
Style (described above) and the Laterally uncon!ned,
meandering sand bed River Style (Fig. 2A). Moving downstream
from the rounded foothills to the lowland plain, the slope of the
meandering sand bed river decreases from 2.5 to less than 1% and
sinuosity increases from 1.6 to 2.3. Given the low gradient, sandy
substrate and space for lateral adjustment, tortuous meanders are
extremely active, with numerous cut-off channels (abandoned
bends, meander loops and avulsed sections of former channel
courses) on the !oodplain (Fig. 4, Tables 2 and 3).

Human activities have modi"ed the former Meandering sand
bed River Style and estuarine reaches in the lower part of theMaca!e
Catchment creating a Laterally uncon!ned, low sinuosity chan-
nelized River Style. Channels are enlarged, symmetrical (trape-
zoidal) and straight, conveying signi"cant volumes of sand to the
estuary (Figs. 2A and 4, Tables 2 and 3). The channel is largely
laterally disconnected from its !oodplain. Sediment storage is
limited by signi"cant sand extraction and dredging. Three islands
have formed at the river mouth near the Atlantic Ocean.

4.2. Downstream patterns of river styles and their controls

Several bedrock steps are evident in the escarpment zone of the
longitudinal pro"le of the trunk stream of the Maca!e River (see
Fig. 2B). Large parts of the headwaters of the trunk stream and
Bonito subcatchment drain from the mountain escarpment land-
scape unit, with a downstream sequence from steep headwaters
through con"ned valleys with occasional !oodplain pockets
through to low sinuosity gorges (sequence 1 on Fig. 6). Sediment
storage is limited in these con"ned, highly connected landscapes.

A different downstream sequence of river types is evident in
tributaries that drain from the mountain escarpment zone in mid
catchment (Sana, Ouriço, D'Antas and S~ao Pedro Rivers; sequences
2 and 3 on Fig. 6). In these instances, the steep headwaters are
transitional to partly con"ned valleys and then gorges, with
meandering sand bed reaches beyond (Fig. 7A). While the Ouriço
River has a convex longitudinal pro"le, the trunk stream of the
adjacent D'Antas subcatchment has a typical concave-upwards
pro"le (see Fig. 7C). Flow has suf"cient energy to transfer avail-
able sediment through relatively steep (1.6%), con"ned valleys

along the Ouriço River, and the channel is characterized by stable
vegetated islands and "xed bars. In contrast, the D'Antas River has a
shallower gradient (0.06%), a marked downstream decrease in bed
material size (from gravel (40 mm)) to sand deposits (0.5 mm), and
considerable capacity for channel adjustment. Base levels set by the
Maca!e River promote sediment accumulation, inducing a sinuous
channel thread that is subject to signi"cant migration (80 m over
46 years). Oversupply of sediment has resulted in the formation of a
sediment slug that acts as a barrier to sediment conveyance (sensu
Fryirs, Brierley, Preston, & Kasai, 2007) in the laterally uncon"ned
valleys at the downstream end of this tributary (Fig. 7B).

Tributaries that join the trunk stream along the lowland plain
(Aduelas and Jurumirim Streams) have intact valley "lls in their low
relief headwater settings (sequence 4 on Fig. 6).

Moving downstream, all rivers that drain from the escarpment
zone are transitional to partly con"ned valleys with recurrent
(though discontinuous) !oodplains in the rounded foothills land-
scape unit. These reaches, in turn, are transitional to the continuous
!oodplains and terraces of the lowland plain, where sediment
storage is dominant.

4.3. History of channel adjustments in Maca!e Catchment

Essentially, geomorphic adjustments over the last 400 years of
Portuguese settlement have been restricted to the partly con"ned
valleys, intact valley "lls and meandering reaches of the lowland
plain and adjacent sections of the rounded foothills landscape unit
(Table 2). In contrast, imposed (bedrock-controlled) rivers have
very limited capacity for geomorphic adjustment in the densely
vegetated upper and middle Maca!e catchment areas (Figs. 1 and 2).

Localized reworking of !oodplains by highmagnitude !oods has
occurred along partly con"ned valleys in mid-catchment reaches of
the upper Sana, Ouriço, D'Antas and S~ao Pedro tributary sub-
catchments. Research by Villas Boas and Marçal (2013); Marçal
(2013) indicates that !ushing of sand sheet deposits and rework-
ing of !oodplain materials occurs during moderate magnitude
events (>60 m3s-1; 2 year recurrence interval). Relatively steep
slopes of the valley !oor, along with suf"cient catchment area to
generate signi"cant discharge, results in pronounced peaks in
stream power along these reaches (see Fig. 2B).

In their intact state, valley "lls of ‘cut and "ll’ rivers gradually
accumulate "ne-grained suspended load deposits. However, these
rivers are prone to incision if intrinsic or extrinsic threshold con-
ditions are breached (Schumm, Harvey, & Watson, 1984, p. 200). In

Fig. 5. River Styles tree for Maca!e Catchment. Each River Style is identi"ed based on its valley setting, planform, assemblage of geomorphic units and bed material texture.
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Table 2
Attributes of river styles in Maca!e Catchment.

River Styles Valley setting/
Landscape Unit

Elevation (m) Average
channel width
(m)

River Character River Behaviour Ease of adjustment
(Geomorphic sensitivity)

Channel
planform

Geomorphic units Bed material

Con"ned, steep
headwater

Con"ned/
Escarpment

1580e970 4 n.a. No !oodplain, bedrock
steps, rif!es and pools,
waterfalls, runs and
cascades.

Boulder-bedrock-
gravel-sand

Heterogeneous mix of imposed
(forced) geomorphic units. Flushes
sediment through a con"ned valley.
The bedrock channel limits the
capacity for channel adjustment in
lateral, vertical and wholesale
dimensions.

Low e an imposed (forced)
river morphology.

Con"ned, occasional
!oodplain pockets

Con"ned/
Escarpment

970e813 10 n.a. Floodplain pockets,
terrace remnants,
bedrock outcrops, sand
sheets, pool-rif!e
sequences, occasional
islands

Bedrock-sand Stable channel. Bedrock induced
pool-rif!e sequences activated
during high !ows. Local island
development in wider sections of
channel. Floodplain pockets form
and are reworked at high !ow
stages. Local downstream
propagation of sand sheets along
narrow valleys.

Low e bedrock channels limit
geomorphic adjustments other
than conveyance of sand sheets.
Localized lateral adjustment of
!oodplain pockets may occur
during high magnitude events.

Con"ned, gorge Con"ned/
Escarpment

813e236 25 n.a. No !oodplain, bedrock
steps, waterfalls, rif!es
and pools, cascades

Boulder-bedrock Steep, bedrock controlled river with
an alternating sequence of bedrock
steps and poolerif!eecascade
sequences. Ef"ciently !ushes all
available sediments. Stable channel
cannot adjust within the con"ned
valley setting.

Low e an imposed (forced)
river morphology within a
relatively straight valley.

Con"ned, moderate
ehigh sinuosity

Con"ned/
Escarpment

236e45 45 n.a. Bedrock steps, rif!es
and pools (deep in
bends), islands, bars,
occasional !oodplain
pockets

Boulder-bedrock-
sand

Steep, bedrock controlled river with
an alternating sequence of bedrock
steps and poolerif!eecascade
sequences. Ef"ciently !ushes most
sediments. Boulders act as substrate
core for sandy and vegetated
islands. Stable channel cannot
adjust within the con"ned valley
setting, other than local lateral
reworking of !oodplain pockets.

Low e an imposed (forced)
river morphology within a
sinuous valley.

Partly con"ned,
bedrock
controlled,
discontinuous
!oodplain

Partly-con"ned/
Rounded Foothill
and base of
escarpment

510e320 40 Single, sinuous
channel, prone to
lateral
adjustment.

Cascades, local steps
and waterfalls, pool-
rif!e sequences,
recurrent (alternating)
!oodplain pockets

Bedrock-
boulders-sand

Instream features are formed and
reworked during moderate-high
magnitude !ow. Local adjustment
of !oodplains via accretion and
reworking during !oods. Bends are
prone to lateral adjustment via
migration or translation.

Low-moderate e able to adjust
channel dimensions and adjust
channel position on the valley
!oor.

Laterally uncon"ned,
meandering sand
bed

Partly-con"ned/
Rounded Foothill/
Lowland

20e0 40 Single sinuous
channel, laterally
unstable

Point bars, pool-rif!e
sequences, runs,
continuous !oodplain
with wetlands,
backswamps, oxbow
lakes and
palaeochannels,
terraces, occasional
longitudinal bars

Sand Point bars form and concave banks
erode at moderate-bankfull stage.
Bankfull !ows move sediment from
bar to bar. Channel is prone to
lateral migration and avulsion,
creating oxbow lakes and
abandoned channels
(palaeochannels) on the !oodplain.

High e channel readily adjusts
its size and position with
recurrent reworking (aided by
sand substrate conditions)

Laterally uncon"ned,
valley "ll

Laterally
uncon"ned/
Rounded Foothill/
base of escarpment/
lowland plain

20e0 e No channel Continuous, intact
swamp

Mud-sand Intact swamps are formed from
dissipation of !ow and sediment
over a wide valley !oor. Suspended
and bedload materials are
deposited as sheets or !oodout
lobes. Prone to incision if threshold
conditions are exceeded.

Typically low sensitivity, but
prone to rapid and dramatic
change if incision occurs

(continued on next page)
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addition to river responses to land use change over the last 400
years, many short reaches of previously intact valley "ll in tributary
subcatchments of the Maca!e Basin have been trenched or chan-
nelized, increasing longitudinal connectivity of the channel
network (Fig. 8A). Areas of valley "ll with discontinuous water-
courses inferred from old maps and "eld evidence were greatly
reduced from 1950 to 2014 relative to 1600e1950 (Fig. 8A).

The meandering sand bed river in downstream parts of the
Maca!e River, and its primary tributary, the S~ao Pedro River, has a
history of signi"cant channel adjustment, with many abandoned
channels evident on the !oodplains (see Fig. 8C). Slow rates of
lateral migration over thousands of years, with occasional phases of
channel avulsion, can be inferred under prior forested conditions
(cf., Brooks & Brierley, 2002). However, profound geomorphic ad-
justments occurred following forest clearance in the sixteenth
century (cf., Brooks, Brierley,&Millar, 2003). These notable changes
in channel geometry and position on the valley !oor from 1600 to
1950 pale in signi"cance relative to adjustments since 1950. For
example, adjacent to the D'Antas con!uence, meander bends
shown at cross-section positions A, B and C on Fig. 8C shifted by
170, 90 and 145 m from 1968 to 2014, with associated increases in
channel width from 50 to 70, 40e50 and 65e68m respectively. The
sinuosity of this reach increased from 2.3 to 2.5 from 1970 to 2015.
Repeat surveys of channel cross-sections in the bend immediately
prior to the channelized reach of the Maca!e River, 500 m down-
stream from the D'Antas con!uence, indicate that channel width
contracted from 34 to 20 m from 2007 to 2014, likely in response to
pulsed sediment inputs associated with upstream channel changes
(Fig. 9A and B; see Marçal, 2013; Souza & Marçal, 2015).

The reach of the S~ao Pedro River shown in Fig. 8B and C expe-
rienced major shift in channel position upstream of cross-section A
between 1968 and 2000. Lateral adjustment of 268, 117 and 120 m
occurred at cross-sections A, B and C respectively from 1968 to
2000, and a further 45, 30 and 42 m took place from 2000 to 2014.
Over the same periods (1968e2000 and 2000e2014), channel
width increased from 15 to 22 to 26 m at section A, 18 to 20e25 m
at section B, and 16 to 25 to 35m at section C.

Although the reaches shown in Fig. 8 have continued to operate
as a Meandering sand bed river style, a much greater length of this
type of river has been transformed by channelization since the
1940s (Fig. 10). Often, the straightened and enlarged channel was
positioned in an entirely different part of the valley !oor, separated
by up to 1.5 km in some places from the previous channel position;
elsewhere, it simply cut through a suite of former bends. Chan-
nelization has greatly reduced the channel length of the lower
Maca!e River and affected reaches of S~ao Pedro and D'Antas tribu-
taries (Table 4). The resulting channel was not only straight and
relatively featureless (homogeneous), its capacity was increased by
270%.Width increased from around 37 to 57m and depth increased
from around 3 to 5m, as the channel was designed to accommodate
a 1 in 20 year !ood event (630 m3s-1). Channel lengths of affected
reaches along the Maca!e, S~ao Pedro and D'Antas Rivers were
reduced by 36.2, 42.7 and 12.9% respectively (Table 4).

4.4. Landscape connectivity changes in Maca!e Catchment

Maca!e catchment has a typical pattern of source, transfer and
accumulation zones with associated downstream transitions in
slope and valley width (e.g. Brierley& Fryirs, 2005; Schumm,1977).
As most reaches have limited capacity for channel adjustment,
prospects for changes to landscape connectivity are also quite
limited (cf., Brierley & Fryirs, 2009; Fryirs et al., 2009). The low
availability of sediment stores in the upper and middle catchment
has limited off-site impacts of river responses to human distur-
bance. It is only along alluvial (previously meandering sand bed,Ta
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now largely channelized) reaches of the lowland plain, and the cut-
and-"ll valley "lls of tributaries that join the trunk stream in the
middle and lower catchment that marked geomorphic adjustments
have occurred in the period since Portuguese settlement (see
Fig. 11). This has induced marked alterations to longitudinal and
lateral process linkages in these reaches. Incised valley "lls are less
laterally connected, but these areas now convey !ow and sediment
much more readily (i.e. longitudinal connectivity has been greatly
increased). Forest clearance and subsequent channelization of the
meandering sand bed reaches of the lower Maca!e River and trib-
utaries brought about profound adjustments in lateral (channel-
!oodplain) connectivity. Sediment accumulation in this reach prior
to forest clearance likely maintained a low capacity channel.
Recurrent inundation of !oodplains replenished swamp and
wetland areas, regulating !owand sediment delivery to the estuary
and the ocean beyond. By 1950 the river was characterized by
enlarged, more rapidly migrating channels with reduced riparian
forest cover. The greater channel capacity reduced lateral (channel-
!oodplain) connectivity relative to the intact (pre-disturbance)
period. Channelization resulted in a much larger, straighter channel
trough. By design, this enhanced longitudinal connectivity (!ow

and sediment !ux), but greatly reduced lateral connectivity.
Abandoned channels on the !oodplain have partially in"lled, but
they retain a strong visual presence of former channel size and
alignment because of the limited lateral conveyance of !ood !ows
and associated deposition of suspended load deposits (see Fig.10A).
Previous channel-!oodplain interactions, including migration
processes, sand sheet development and recharge of wetland areas,
backswamps and !oodplain ponds have been almost entirely
inhibited since 1968.

5. Discussion: prospective future rivers in the Maca!e
Catchment

Based on the information on reach-scale river character,
behaviour, downstream patterns and evolutionary traits (including
changes to landscape connectivity), future evolutionary trajectories
of rivers in headwater, foothill and lowland plain settings of the
Maca!e Catchment are shown in Fig. 12. Prospective future
geomorphic adjustments for 2050 are derived for three scenarios:
continuance of present trends (steady as she goes), a proactive
(geomorphologically-informed) management plan, and a

Fig. 6. Downstream patterns of River Styles in the Maca!e Catchment. The boxes convey trunk/tributary streams as follows (1) Maca!e and Bonito Rivers, (2) Sana, Ouriço, S~ao Pedro
Rivers, (3) D'Antas River, (4) Aduelas and Jurumirim streams.

Table 3
Controls on river character and behaviour in Maca!e Catchment. Presented values correspond to Maca!e River Styles. The upper con"ned gorge reach was not considered.

River Style Reach
length
(km)

Elevation (m) Elevation
range (m)

Average valley
!oor slope (%)

Catchment
area (km2)

Discharge Average
Valley
width (m)

Average
channel
width (m)Max Min Q95% (m3/s) Bankfull (m3/s)

Con"ned, steep headwater 10 1580 970 610 6.1 51 0.01e0.50 10 20 4
Con"ned, occasional !oodplain

pockets
15 970 813 157 1.1 40 0.51e1.00 38 20e200 10

Con"ned, gorge 30 813 236 577 2.0 266 2.00e4.00 48 10e40 25
Con"ned, moderateehigh sinuosity

valley
15 236 45 191 1.2 183 4.01e5.00 58 10e200 45

Partly con"ned, bedrock controlled,
discontinuous !oodplain

4.5 490 300 190 3.4 45 0.01e1.00 e 10e200 10

Laterally uncon"ned, meandering
sand bed

19 45 4 41 0.2 203 5.00e10.00 117 500e1.000 40

Laterally uncon"ned, valley "ll 2 40 10 30 0.2 60 0.01e0.50 e 50e100 e

Laterally uncon"ned, low
sinuosity channelized

38 4 0 4 0.01 1038 10.00e20.00 126 3000 50
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Fig. 7. Downstream patterns of River Styles in Ouriço and D'Antas tributaries. (A) Planform view of the Ouriço and D'Antas tributaries and their downstream sequence of River Styles
and valley-setting. (B) Satellite images of con!uences with the Maca!e River. (C) Longitudinal pro"les, showing the convex form of the Ouriço River while the adjacent D'Antas River
has a typical concave-upwards pro"le. Differences in trends of valley !oor slope result in different patterns of River Styles (numbers and letters shown along the longitudinal pro"le
refer to the sections of river indicated on Fig. 7A). These differing type and patterns of river result in marked differences in tributary-trunk stream relationships (clearly evident on
Fig. 7B).
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Fig. 8. Geomorphic river adjustments in Maca!e Catchment in the period since Portuguese settlement. (A) Catchment-scale river change from pre channelization (1600e1950) to
post channelization (1950e2014). Channel adjustments are predominantly restricted to meandering sand bed (now largely channelized) and cut-and-"ll reaches of the lowland
plain. (B) Planform map showing adjustments in channel position for the Maca!e River adjacent to the D'Antas con!uence and the S~ao Pedro River (reach locations are shown in
Fig. 8A). (C) Planform adjustments along the Maca!e and S~ao Pedro Rivers from 1968 to 2014 (reach locations are shown in Fig. 8A).
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doomsday scenario (extreme land use changes and ineffective
management actions). In this conceptualization, land use and river
management scenarios are considered independent from climate
change and prospective intensi"cation of !ood events, which
would likely accentuate forms and rates of geomorphic adjustment
outlined here.

In the ‘steady as she goes’ scenario (Fig. 12A), upstream River
Styles maintain the same good geomorphic condition, with high
ability to transfer sediment downstream with strong longitudinal
connectivity. The operation of mid-catchment (rounded foothill)
reaches as transfer zones with limited capacity for geomorphic
adjustment has been maintained from around 1600 to present.
Localized channel adjustments, primarily in the form of reworking
of instream deposits and occasional !oodplain inundation, will
retain a balance of erosion and depositional processes, thereby
maintaining a similar !ow and sediment regime (Fig. 11). In low-
land reaches, the meandering sand-bed and channelized rivers,
along with incised cut and "ll tributary streams, will continue to
!ush available sediments (i.e. longitudinal connectivity will be
maintained or enhanced). Enlarged channels will continue to be
largely disconnected from !oodplains and valley !oors. Reworked

bedload materials will continue to act as transient stores such as
lateral and mid-channel bars. As a result, prospects for geomorphic
river recovery are limited (sensu Fryirs & Brierley, 2016).

There is some cause for optimism in considering future river
management options for theMaca!e Catchment, as the local city hall
is already assessing prospects to implement a meander re-
naturalization initiative, incorporating recovery of riparian vege-
tation cover along the lower course of the river. Essentially, the
‘optimistic’ scenario of proactive geomorphically-informed plan-
ning outlined in Fig. 12B maintains ongoing functionality of the
upper and middle reaches of the Maca!e Catchment. Rivers retain a
good geomorphic condition, and a prioritized conservation status
will help to maintain this level of functionality into the future. In
lowland reaches, the maintenance of sediment supply and
enhanced ability of the channel to trap sediments are fundamental
steps in efforts to promote geomorphic river recovery (Fryirs &
Brierley, 2016). Efforts to reduce channel capacity will enhance
the physical heterogeneity of the river (range of instream
geomorphic units and habitat diversity, such as bars, benches, pool-
rif!e sequences, enhanced pool depth, etc). This, in turn, will in-
crease lateral connectivity with the !oodplain, thereby supporting

Fig. 9. Recent adjustments to channel planform and geometry along the Maca!e River immediately downstream of its con!uence with the at the D'Antas River. (A) Satellite images
show distinct channel contraction at the entrance to this bend (i.e. point bar deposition), while the channel shifted position by around 60 m at the downstream part of the bend
(essentially, the radius of curvature of the bend increased). (B) Recent channel cross-section adjustments at the head of the point bar immediately upstream of the channelized
reach, 500 m downstream of D'Antas con!uence, from 2007 to 2014. While the concave bank eroded by around 2 m, around 20 m of lateral deposition occurred on the inside of the
bend (the cross-section is located on Fig. 1A).
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the ecological functionality of the broader riparian corridor (espe-
cially wetlands and backswamps). Essentially, this proactive man-
agement scenario accords directly with ‘space to move’
interventions applied in various parts of the world (e.g. Biron et al.,
2014; Kondolf, 2011; Pi!egay, Darby, Mosselman, & Surian, 2005).

A prospective doomsday scenario for management of the Maca!e
River is shown in Fig. 12C in relation to land use changes that
remove vegetation cover on hillslopes and valley !oors. Increased

supply of hillslope sediments from the upper catchment and
erosion of sediment stores in mid-catchment would reduce habitat
heterogeneity, as channel beds are smothered by sediment. High
longitudinal connectivity would be maintained because of limited
accommodation space and capacity for sediment storage. However,
lateral connectivity would be reduced in areas where channel-
!oodplain connectivity exists today. Increased delivery of sedi-
ments to downstream reaches would continue to be conveyed

Fig. 10. Impact of channelization on the rivers in the lower Maca!e Basin. (A) Channel outlines of a channelized section of the Maca!e River at the Sao Pedro con!uence. Seventy-one
oxbow lakes and palaeochannels are evident on this mapped area (Assumpç~ao & Marçal, 2012). (B) Schematic representation of channel adjustments for the former meandering
sand bed reaches of the Maca!e River that have now been channelized. Note the increase in channel width from 1600 to 1950. Channelization by 2000 brought about a complete shift
in channel position and a greatly enlarged channel size, with partial in"lling of the former channel (now abandoned on the !oodplain). Arrows indicate changes to lateral and
longitudinal connectivity associated with these channel changes.
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through the homogeneous, high capacity channel on the lowland
plain. This would retain lateral disconnectivity between the ho-
mogeneous (habitat-poor) channel and the !oodplain. The
enlarged channel capacity would be able to retain !ows from a
wider range of !ood events, increasing their erosional potential and
maintaining accelerated rates of sediment delivery to offshore
areas. Such circumstances could be compounded further by other
management actions, such as unsustainable mining of instream
sediments, application of hard engineering structures or inappro-
priate water management initiatives.

Essentially, prospects for river futures re!ect societal and
managerial choices. Importantly, a catchment-wide geomorphic
information base is now available to guide such deliberations. This
study has shown how a relatively limited resource base can be
utilised to generate such understanding. However, as noted by
Rogers (2006), uptake of such principles is entirely dependent upon
decisions made by river and water managers. Critically, necessary
expertise is required to support such applications of the River Styles
Framework, requiring appropriate training in !uvial geo-
morphology. Ideally, this kind of work would be undertaken in
direct collaboration with regional and/or national land and water
resource management agencies.

Technological and methodological advances in remote sensing
and "eld techniques support the development of catchment-
framed information bases to support geomorphological in-
vestigations and their application to process-based and proactive

(visionary) land and water management. This provides a basis for
monitoring and modelling applications that quantify rates of
adjustments, and their impacts throughout a river system. For
example, numerical modelling is required to quantify rates of
channel adjustment and sediment transport/deposition, incor-
porating assessment of alterations to hydrological conditions/
regimes and vegetation (roughness) factors. This could include
appraisal of ‘thresholds of potential concern’, identifying and
specifying prospective tipping points in geomorphic and
ecological conditions. There is enormous potential to establish
clearly rationalized and prioritized catchment-speci"c, place-
based management applications in light of such emerging un-
derstanding. However, it is critical to ask the ‘right questions’ in
conducting such analyses. The River Styles Framework provides
an appropriate basis to inform such analyses, providing a sound
platform to ground and substantiate subsequent predictive
investigations.

Finally, it is important to consider implications for the uptake of
"ndings presented in this paper. Caution is urged in assessing the
transferability of insights from one catchment to another unless an
appropriate commitment to place-based investigations is used to
apply consistent procedures in a rigorous manner (see Brierley
et al., 2013). Much remains to be learnt from regional-scale
comparative analyses of such information bases (see Scorpio et al.
(2015) and Surian and Rinaldi (2003) for excellent examples).

6. Conclusions

This application of the River Styles Framework (Brierley& Fryirs,
2005) has used historical resources, maps, remotely sensed and
"eld evidence to generate a catchment-wide geomorphic under-
standing of rivers in the Macae Basin as a basis to assess likely
future trajectories of adjustment for various land/river manage-
ment scenarios. Other than downstream reaches, geomorphic
changes since 1600 have been relatively limited in scope across this
catchment. Although lower reaches of the Maca!e River may be
relatively ‘sick’, the system as a whole has retained a reasonable

Table 4
Adjustments to channel form induced by channelization of theMaca!e, S~ao Pedro and
D'Antas Rivers.

Length of amended
channel (km)

Sinuosity
index

Average channel
width (m)

1968 2000 1968 2000 1968 2000

Maca!e River 61.43 39.17 1.58 1.01 37 57
S~ao Pedro River 28.58 19.37 1.50 1.01 15 22
D'Antas River 6.88 5.99 1.41 1.22 22 17

Fig. 11. Changes to landscape connectivity in the Maca!e Basin associated with channelization of several reaches in the lower catchment. Channelization resulted in increased
longitudinal connectivity along the trunk stream downstream of D'Antas con!uence and along Sao Pedro. This has been coincident with increased connectivity from incised valley
"lls in various lowland tributary catchments. Sediment build-up along lower D'Antas River (shown in Fig. 7) reduced longitudinal connectivity along this tributary and along the
trunk stream upstream of the Maca!e-D’Antas con!uence.
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level of geomorphological and ecological functionality, such that
there are signi"cant prospects for river recovery and associated
conservation goals if appropriate management strategies are

applied. Such opportunities are relatively rare in the area around
Rio de Janeiro.

Fig. 12. Three prospective scenarios for future evolutionary trajectories of rivers in headwater, foothill and lowland plain settings of the Maca!e Basin, shown in relation to river
management activities from today to 2050. (A), (B) and (C) present visual representations for ‘Steady as she goes’, ‘Effective environmental management’ and a ‘Doomsday’ scenario.
Schematic valley cross section images convey changes in channel geometry, relationships to the !oodplain, forms/rates of geomorphic adjustment, and changes to landscape
connectivity. Longitudinal connectivity is represented at the catchment scale (from the Steep Headwaters through the Rounded Foothills to the Lowland Plain) and at the reach scale
(arrows indicated for each valley cross section). Lateral connectivity is shown for channel-!oodplain linkages for each valley cross section. Geomorphic adjustments associated with
each scenario are outlined in the text.
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